Faculty in the Department of Supply Chain Management and Analytics are passionate about providing impeccable academic instruction and research that advances knowledge related to production, product development and the information systems needed to direct these endeavors. The department’s undergraduate and graduate programs prepare students to immediately take important positions related to supply chain management and business analytics. The department remains involved with the corporate community through a partnership with the Commonwealth Center for Advanced Logistics Systems.

Students interested in production, distribution, and the engineering and finances supporting large-scale operations will be prepared by VCU’s programs in supply chain management and analytics to enter an exciting field with plentiful job opportunities. For additional information contact the department by emailing scma@vcu.edu.

Students who complete the requirements for this concentration will receive a Bachelor of Science in Business.

- Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in supply chain management and analytics (http://bulletin.vcu.edu/undergraduate/business/supply-chain-management/business-bs-concentration-supply-chain-management-analytics/)